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ABSTRACT
The Friction of Joint Information Operations By

MAJ Charles N. Eassa, USA, 40 pages.

Joint Publication 3-13, Joint Doctrine for Information
Operations was published in 1998 to provide clarity and
guidance for conducting joint information operations. This
paper seeks to answer if the doctrine proved sufficient at
the Joint Task Force Level.

The formation of Joint Task Forces is normally done
under time constraints and with limited resources. Joint
information operations doctrine must provide a framework
that enables a common understanding and approach to its
integration with other capabilities the JTF will employ.

Outlining information’s role throughout the levels of
war and the requirement for information at the JTF level,
this paper uses the hierarchy established by previous
keystone joint publications to determine if the joint
information operations doctrine expanded on the established
framework. During this process, the friction caused by the
focus of Joint Publication 3-13 is contrasted against the
hierarchical joint doctrine.

The study concludes that Joint Publication 3-13
represents a new and very complex arena within joint
doctrine. Driven by the lure of technology as a substitute
for common understanding of operational art, it is not
sufficient but serves a starting point for the continued
enhancement of the doctrine for better facilitation.

Joint Publication 3-13 created a great deal of
friction. The publication did not sufficiently clarify the
role or the value of information across the spectrum of
conflict. It did not link the national instrument of power
called information to military information operations to
provide unity of effort. There was no discussion expanding
the fundamentals of operational art from the joint
information operations perspective. Technically oriented,
Joint Publication 3-13 did not provide guidance for JTF
Commanders to include information operations in their intent
statements, concept of operations, or commander’s critical
information requirements. These omissions contribute to the
friction of integrating information operations into JTFs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the Gulf War, the explosion of technology has driven the

increasing importance of information operations.1 Many have

heralded a perceived shift in military conflict from massive

destruction to precision warfare enabled by technology.2 In

politics, the economy and the military, information superiority

has become a buzzword.3 Glamorized and highly touted, computer

network attack (CNA) and computer network defense (CND) gain

national headlines weekly.4 Doomsday predictions herald an

“electronic Pearl Harbor”. The defense industry is continuously

developing new high-tech systems that shoot better, can detect the

enemy further out and faster, enable quicker flow data, and make

war more efficient.

In this challenging environment, the United States Armed

Forces face the possibility of conducting operations across the

spectrum of conflict anywhere in the world. Threats to the

interests of the United States are able evolve more quickly due to

the impact of technology and the accelerating pace of change. No

longer can the military focus only on military operations

conducted in a major theater of war.5

In response to this changing climate, the Joint Chiefs of

Staff published Joint Publication 3-13, Joint Doctrine for

Information Operations in 1998. The publication stated that the
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goal of information operations was to protect United States Armed

Forces information and information dependent processes while

denying an adversary the ability to freely use his information and

information dependent processes. As the cornerstone for joint

information operations, this publication provided the United

States Armed Forces guidelines, linkage to hierarchy of joint

doctrine, and established common understanding for the conduct of

all information operations in support of joint forces.

Currently, there is considerable debate throughout the United

States Armed Forces concerning information operations. Some

herald it as a new form of warfare, driven by technology and

globalization; others see it as an enabling function the United

States Armed Forces have conducted throughout their history and

therefore nothing new. While both sides agree that there is a

requirement for information operations, confusion persists on what

exactly is information operations, who conducts it, and how is it

integrated into existing and emerging organizations and processes.

This debate has created a friction that is particularly

apparent at the Joint Task Force level. Is there sufficient

information operations doctrine to support Joint Task Forces given

the different approaches to information operations and the

different degrees of understanding and integration? This paper

analyzes the current joint information operations doctrine to

answer this question.
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Section I describes the role of information operations in a

Joint Task Force. Section II exams current Joint information

operations doctrine and approach. Section III analyzes the

friction created by joint doctrine to compare and contrast this

information to determine if there is tension, consistency, or

balance at the Joint Task Force Level. Section IV proposes key

considerations and issues at the JTF level to provide clearer

navigation through the friction of joint information operations

doctrine.

As the operational headquarters that bridges theater strategy

to tactical action, JTFs are the lowest echelon level of command

addressed in joint doctrine.6 They serve as the focal point for

integrating component capabilities, processes, and approaches to

support the joint force commander’s intent. As JTFs are formed to

conduct operations across the entire spectrum of conflict, joint

information operations doctrine must account for the complexity of

modern warfare.

A JTF conducting information operations must be prepared to

cover the entire spectrum of conflict from peace to post

hostilities. As such, the JTF’s information operations can not

focus solely on high-tech capabilities enabling commanders to gain

“information superiority” against potential peer or near-peer

adversaries.7 It must address the level of information and

information systems, however complex or low-tech, that the JTF

must affect in pursuit of its mission. If properly conducted,
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information operations integrate the National Security Strategy’s

message from peacetime through crisis to post-hostilities while

enabling a synergistic effect of all the capabilities a JTF brings

to bear. For the early twenty-first century, the JTF is the

instrument the United States Armed Forces will employ to handle

crises. It is imperative that joint information operations

doctrine is provides clarity and sound guidance not only by those

under the information operations umbrella but commanders,

planners, military strategists, and other staff officers.

II. INFORMATION OPERATIONS AND THE JOINT TASK FORCE

Despite all the hype about the revolution in military affairs

and coming cyberwars, information operations is about control.

Situational awareness, decision-making, and communicating those

decisions to the executors form the basis of this control. This

section establishes the role of information operations in a JTF

and links current joint doctrine from the National Strategic Level

to the JTF to provide continuity about information operations

through the levels of war.8

Every political, governmental, societal, business, and

military organization practice information operations in some

form. With the explosion of mass communications and cheap, easy-

to-use computers, collecting, processing, and disseminating

information has become easier but the art remains complex. Time
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and distance no longer have the informational delaying factor they

did twenty years ago.

While there are a great deal of experts and technicians who

can set up, maintain, or degrade an information system, the system

must serve a higher purpose other than making information flow

quickly. In the military, the person who determines this purpose

is the commander. Just as the commander determines the approach

he wants to pursue to accomplish his assigned mission, his

responsibility is to provide the vision for the integration of

information operations. He must articulate, based on his mission

analysis, what information he wants to protect, what information

he wants to project, what he thinks the adversary wants to

protect, what information can friendly forces attack and what will

the enemy try to attack. By stating this in the commander’s

intent and the concept of operations, the commander elaborates his

guidance and vision for the integration of information operations.9

His staff provides the necessary work to take this guidance

and produce feasible options. These options include affecting the

adversary’s ability to maintain control. Traditional options

focused on the destruction of enemy forces or maneuvering to a

position of advantage. As information operations is about

control, information operations options target the adversary’s

ability to collect, process, and disseminate information at a time

and location of the friendly forces choosing. This causes the

adversary loss of control at a critical time while protecting
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friendly forces against the adversary’s attempts to do the same.

If integrated with other friendly force activities, information

operations can hasten the disintegration of the adversary’s will

and or capability to resist. The attack on an adversary’s control

can serve as an economy of force effort, be conducted during

peacetime, serve to signal national intentions during crises,

create conditions favorable to friendly forces, and countless

other possibilities. It is not bound by the tight restrictions of

the lethal application of munitions nor constrained by employment

in declared war only.10

Once the option is selected, the staff is responsible for

assisting the commander to maintain situational awareness, help

him determine critical decisions, and help him maintain control by

communicating the decisions to the subordinates. One way the

commander does this is by approving the commander’s critical

information requirements (CCIR). The CCIR forms the basis unity

of effort within the staff to identify resources and convey the

information the commander needs for making decisions. As the

integration of information operations is identical to all other

staff functions, it must use this framework to become integrated

and synchronized.

In On War, Carl Von Clausewitz stated that “war is merely

continuation of policy by other means”.11 The National Security

Strategy reflects the nation’s goals for preserving peace and

stability throughout the world.12 While establishing the President
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of the United States’ national strategy objectives, most are

stated in terms of national information operations objectives.

Joint Publication 0-2, United Action Armed Forces stated “National

Security Strategy is the art and science of developing, applying,

and coordinating the instruments of national power (diplomatic,

economic, military, informational) to achieve objectives that

contribute to national security”.13 While identifying information

as an instrument of national power, joint doctrine focuses

exclusively on the military instrument of power and does not

explore the relationship and impact between the two instruments of

national power. This creates friction in joint information

operations because of tension in translating broad strategic and

political guidance into tactical action.14

From the guidance in the National Security Strategy, the

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff publishes the Unified

Command Plan which “provides guidance to all unified combatant

commands; establishes their missions, responsibilities, and force

structure; delineates the general geographic area of

responsibility for geographic combatant commanders and specifies

responsibilities for functional commanders”.15 The Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff also publishes the National Military

Strategy with the input from the service chiefs and the combatant

commanders (CINCs) to provide advice to the President and the

Secretary of Defense. In turn, the CINCs carry out their assigned

missions within their areas of responsibility to meet the national
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security objectives. While law and practice charge CINCs to

ensure coordination and integration with the other instruments of

national power, doctrine references the interagency process as the

vehicle to accomplish this but does not provide specific examples.

At the national strategic level, information is used to

convey a nation’s intent, policies, objectives, and expectations.

Targeted at multiple audiences through official and unofficial

channels, the fundamental purpose of information at the national

strategic level is to foster democracy, advocate humanitarian

concerns, enable free trade, and deter conflict. Information is

also the mechanism used to control the nation’s resource to

achieve these aims. In actuality, the United States Government

conducts information operations every day.

At the theater strategic level, CINCs tailor information

operations to fit their assigned missions. Perception management

within the CINC’s area of responsibility is the goal which enable

regional stability, deters aggressive behavior, and promotes the

interests of the United States. Captured in theater engagement

plans (TEPs), ports of call visits, military to military contacts,

and countless other methods, the CINC is actively involved in

conducting information operations routinely in peacetime. As

crises arise, information operations have their greatest impact

conveying the national intent, determination, and military

capability. An example, the use of flexible deterrent options

(FDOs) encompasses information operations to convey specific
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threats if the aggressive behavior is not halted while protecting

critical vulnerabilities. Again, information is the medium to

control these efforts, both through the communication of intent

and command of the resources.16

To deal with crises, the Secretary of Defense or a CINC may

constitute and designate a joint task force to accomplish a

specific limited objective that does not require overall

centralized control of logistics. The JTF may be established on

either a geographic or functional basis. While there are a number

of standing JTFs, this paper focuses on JTFs that are formed by

geographical combatant commanders for temporary purposes in

response to the threat of armed confrontation.17

The JTF commander is responsible for operational control over

assigned and attached forces while making recommendations to the

establishing authority for accomplishing operational missions. As

the bridge from strategic to tactical, control is critical to

planning, resourcing and directing tactical tasks to accomplish

strategic goals. The commander is also responsible for

establishing and maintaining a joint staff with appropriate

personnel in key positions from each of the services or functional

components represented in the JTF.18 Joint Publication 0-2, United

Action Armed Forces stated that the basic doctrine for Joint

Staffs should consider “the composition of the forces and the

character of the contemplated operations to ensure the commander’s
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staff understands the capabilities, needs, and limitations of each

component part of the force”.19

Of critical importance, this demonstrates the requirement for

the information operations cell to understand and link the

national strategic and theater strategic information operations to

the JTF commander’s mission analysis, intent, and concept of

operations. The information operations cell is formed from

selected staff representatives, representatives from the

supporting agencies and subordinate components. The cell “merges

capabilities and related activities into a synergistic plan” and

“coordinates staff elements and/or components represented in the

IO Cell to facilitate the detailed support necessary to plan and

coordinate IO”.20 The cell is shaped to fit the mission and

integrates the command and control warfare cell as the basis for

forming the information operations cell. In short, this cell

which the JTF commander depends upon to assist him in conducting

information operations planning may not be formed as a cohesive,

functioning and well-rounded group during the initial stages of

the JTF’s planning process. Critical, this factor highlights the

linkage between the intelligence preparation of the battlefield

and interagency processes that information operations requires to

form a cohesive unity of effort and the impact of time

constraints, limited information operations staff experience, and

the ability to integrate information operations throughout the

JTF’s planning effort. The JTF’s information operations cell will
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only plan and integrate what it is familiar with while working

with the rest of the staff.21

While doctrine does not establish a link from the

informational instrument of national power to the JTF, an implied

task of JTFs is to establish some degree of control over the

information environment concerning their assigned mission. Nor

does doctrine provide a framework for organizing the informational

battlespace. As Joint Publication 3-13, Joint Doctrine for

Information Operations stated that information operations could be

the main effort for a campaign or operation, failure to organize

responsibility for information operations based on level and

target causes great friction just as failing to properly delineate

geographical responsibilities. Therefore, the information

operations cell must assist the JTF commander and his staff to

understand the value and different types of information within the

bounds of their mission from the National Security Strategy

through the CINC to the JTF itself.22

While determining the value of information is extremely

difficult at all levels, the joint definition of information does

not provide any resolution; it is too broad, all encompassing, and

vague.23 To complicate matters, unified action demands

incorporating information from the interagency process as well as

from external sources like the media, non-governmental

organizations (NGOs) like the International Red Cross, and any
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nation-state actors like coalition partners, neutral countries and

potential adversaries.24

This raises tension within the United States Armed Forces.

The friction stems from the military’s desire to focus on the

tactical problem of defeating the enemy’s forces without the

constraints or interference of outside actors or complications.

The inclusion of external sources like the media or NGOs adds a

greater level of complexity to the military equation. The United

States Armed Forces are just beginning to integrate the

complexities of the modern battlefield into training.

Information operations does not adhere to the traditional

attrition and annihilation theories that seek to engage the enemy

in battle and defeat him by means of military force on force

combat. Unlike hierarchical publications, Joint Publication 3-13

was not based on the practice or interpretation of theory and

experience. There was no discussion on information operations

lines of communications, culmination, or decisive points.

This point creates a great deal of friction because Joint

Publication 3-13 did not provide a clear discussion on the levels

of information operations and responsibility for organizing the

battlespace. In this regard, JTF information operations cells

must have a sound doctrinal-based framework that enables

organization of battlespace, and rapid teaming to the hierarchical

information operations links at the CINC and interagency level.

This provides the JTF commander cohesive information operations
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with connectivity to national strategic information operations

from the inception of the JTF. With this established, JTF

information operations seeks to prevent an adversary from

conducting cohesive and supporting operations at all levels of war

by affecting his information and its flow across all his

instruments of national power.25

To do this requires a great deal of intelligence preparation

of the battlefield and works best by attacking multiple

vulnerabilities simultaneously to overwhelm the adversary’s

response capabilities. Information operations may be extremely

hard to determine true measure of effectiveness of their impact.

Integrated and synchronized with the JTF commander’s intent and

concept of operations, information operations create a synergistic

effect that present the adversary more problems than he can

handle, limiting his options while increasing and protecting

friendly options and capabilities.

As Joint Publication 3-13, Joint Doctrine for Information

Operations stated that information operations have their greatest

impact in peace and the initial stages of a crisis, the role of

information operations must be determined upfront by the CINC and

his staff. This also sets the tone for how the JTF incorporates

information operations from its initial planning stages to mission

accomplishment to support the CINC’s intent.26 Under time

constraints and often without complete guidance, the doctrinal
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link between the IO cells on CINC staff and the forming JTF is

critical in providing this.27

Another tension that merits further study is the CINC’s

perception of information operations. As information operations

is a new component which affects all traditional aspects of the

military instrument of power, each CINC must have different

expectations.28 Does the CINC view information operations as the

main effort to establish an information condition or to coerce the

adversary? How does the CINC see the battlespace in terms of

information operations? How does he integrate the sequencing of

information operations in time and space?

The JTF commander and his staff determine the role of

information operations by conducting mission analysis in a crisis

and time-constrained environment. Like the CINC and his staff,

the JTF’s understanding, experience, and expectations of

information operations will vary widely based on service, region,

and mission. The JTF must identify how the adversary collects,

processes, and disseminates information at all levels and

throughout all activities, military, and non-military, to support

his ability to conduct and sustain operations. Is there an

informational center of gravity, whether it is support from the

adversary’s populace or a fully developed integrated air defense

network? Does the adversary have the capability to affect

friendly information centers of gravity or the ability to degrade

or deny friendly information requirements? Are there political
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constraints or future military operations that limit the types of

information that can be exploited?

Answering these questions builds a framework allowing the JTF

to integrate information operations during the planning process.

During the course of action development phase, the information

operations cell plays an imperative role in coordination,

synchronization, and integration process. The cell must

understand what capabilities exist, what it may need but not have

the ability to accomplish, how it can assist others in achieving

their task and purpose, how the battlespace is defined and what

information condition is critical to the successful accomplishment

of the mission.29

This effort enables the JTF information operations cell to

recommend the best information operations strategy to the

commander. This strategy must appear in the commander’s intent

and the concept for operations. The context of the strategy must

state if information operations are a supporting or a main effort.

Assuming information protection is a constant in any operation,

the commander must state clearly how he intends to shock the

adversary by denying him critical information, if information

serves as a force multiplier for setting a condition or a

combination of both.

Information is the medium through which the JTF commander

will ultimately determine the mission’s success or failure. The

results of his plan’s tactical actions will create the conditions
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enabling the commander to state whether his vision has been

accomplished. Measured at the operational level by an

informational condition, the JTF commander communicates this to

his higher headquarters. While beyond the scope of this paper,

information operations at the JTF level are essential for

identifying the termination of conflict and the beginning of a

sequel.

Identifying the value of information at the JTF level is

essential to support commander’s ability to use and convey his

information and information processes freely to achieve his stated

purpose while denying the adversary the ability to do the same.

This emphasis on the value of information from the national level

through the JTF is a key component of the JTF commander’s intent

and concept of operations. By identifying the value of

information, organizing the battlespace for information

operations, and providing the JTF commander with doctrinally sound

information operations staff work, information operations play a

critical role in JTF’s mission accomplishment. Without this, the

bridge from strategic goals to tactical action is not measured

with the same value and unity of effort while best using the

resources available – creating friction between the levels and the

JTF’s ability to integrate information operations.

III. CREATING THE FRICTION
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The purpose of joint doctrine is to improve the combat

effectiveness of the United States Armed Forces and provide clear

guidance on the fundamentals of joint warfighting. Joint doctrine

is written to reflect existing capabilities, is authoritative but

not descriptive.30 As joint doctrine is hierarchical and “provides

a military organization with a common philosophy, a common

language, a common purpose, and a unity of effort”, reviewing the

chronological publication of current joint doctrine provides a

foundation to analyze if information operations doctrine is

sufficient.31 From this foundation, the friction between the

hierarchy of joint doctrine and joint information operations

doctrine becomes readily apparent.

1995

Joint Publication 0-2, United Action Armed Forces linked

joint doctrine to the national strategy and provided policy,

doctrine, and principles to govern the performance of the Armed

Forces.32 It stressed the keynote of unity of effort from the

President of the United States down through the chain of command.

Joint Publication 1, Joint Warfare of the United States Armed

Forces provided broad warfighting guidance for joint doctrine.

Its guidance requires leader judgment in application. Pointing

out that joint doctrine is neither strategy nor policy, Joint

Publication 1 lists the principals of war and their application,
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the fundamentals of joint warfare, and defines the role of

doctrine.

Detailing the nature of modern warfare, the publication

stated that the “Armed Forces of the United States face the most

challenging environment” due in part to the multifaceted missions

required to maintain stability, promote deterrence and win in

combat.33 Joint Publication 1 also stressed joint doctrine “deals

with the fundamental issue of how best to employ the national

military power to achieve strategic ends”.34 Compiled through

experience and training, joint doctrine “offers a common

perspective from which to plan and operate, and fundamentally

shapes the way we think about and train for war”.35 This enables

JTFs to apply the principles of war with a common understanding to

achieve its operational objectives to meet the strategic goals.

Joint Publication 2-0, Joint Doctrine for Intelligence

Support to Operations did not discuss directly information

operations. As the primer for joint intelligence, it provided the

principals, purpose, and nature of joint intelligence. It

described the intelligence architecture, provided definitions, and

operational concepts. The publication also stated, “Gaining and

maintaining intelligence dominance enhances the joint force

commander’s (JFC’s) flexibility by opening additional operational

options”.36 Intelligence dominance is not explained nor linked to

information dominance. The definition of information in JP 2-0 is
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not the same as in Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense

Dictionary and Associated Terms.

While Joint Publication 3-0, Doctrine for Joint Operations

did not specifically mention information operations either; there

were numerous references to the value and importance of

information in joint operations. It provided an excellent

discussion on Command and Control Warfare. JP 3-0 provided

fundamentals principals for joint operations, guidance for

planning joint operations, and principals and considerations for

military operations other than war. In the discussion of

operational art, it stated the concepts of employing synergy,

simultaneity, and depth.

Synergy is achieved by “synchronizing the actions of air,

land, sea, space, and special operations forces in joint and

multiple dimensions” in a manner “to shock, disrupt and defeat”

adversaries.37 The synergy is closely aligned with the concepts of

depth and simultaneity. Simultaneity is the application of

friendly force capability “against the full array of enemy

capabilities and sources of strength” to facilitate the enemy’s

collapse by giving him more problems than he can handle with his

capabilities.38 Depth is applied to space and time to destroy

enemy potentials before they can be brought to bear, to shape

future conditions, and may affect an adversary’s decision cycle.

The framework of Joint Publications 0-2, 1, 2, and 3 formed

the hierarchy from which all other joint publications uphold. It
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is reasonable that joint information operations doctrine would

expand upon the concepts and foundations outline in these manuals

while focused on creating a common understanding across the joint

community.

1996

Joint Publication 3-13.1, Joint Doctrine for Command and

Control Warfare provided the basis for offensive information

operations. As a revision of previous joint C2W doctrine, it

sought to integrate technological developments as a force

multiplier with established disciplines like psychological

operations to create a synergistic effect. Capabilities focused;

there was no discussion on information operations. Yet, the

publication provided the foundation for the processes of offensive

information operations.39

Joint Publication 3-53, Doctrine for Joint Psychological

Operations established the organization, planning considerations,

and process for integrating psychological operations (PSYOP). The

publication provided guidance on establishing a psychological

operations task force for the joint force commander. It does not

discuss information operations or the link from Psychological

Operations to the other information operations-type synergistic

capabilities. As a component of C2W, it does not provide a clear

link to either Joint Publication 3-13.1 or information operations.
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Adding to the friction, this failed to organize the battlespace

and responsibilities.

1997

Joint Publication 3-54, Joint Doctrine for Operations

Security sought to establish a process for identifying and

protecting critical friendly information. Critical to information

operations, the publication stated the overall purpose of

conducting operations security is to “force the adversary

commander to make faulty decisions based on insufficient

information and/or delay the decision making process due to a lack

of information”.40

1998

To provide an overarching doctrine that dealt with the

complexities of modern warfare, the Joint Chiefs of Staff

published Joint Publication 3-13, Joint Doctrine for Information

Operations. Torn between the technically oriented focus of C2W

doctrine and the increasing compression of the levels of war on

the battlefield, it was intended to provide clarity on the

military implication of information, its use and the impact on

operational art.

Joint Publication 3-13, Joint Doctrine for Information

Operations was to be the keystone manual for information
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operations.41 It stated the fundamental of information operations

“involve actions taken to affect adversary information and

information systems while defending one’s own information and

information systems”. Information operations are a “critical

factor in the joint force commander’s capability to achieve and

sustain the level of information superiority required for decisive

joint operations”.42

To accomplish this, information operations comprised of

offensive and defensive information operations. Both offensive

and defensive information operations integrate assigned and

supporting capabilities and activities to achieve the commander’s

objective. Offensive information operations assigned and

supporting capabilities and activities include operations security

(OPSEC), military deception, psychological operations, electronic

warfare, physical attack/destruction, and special information

operations. While not an inclusive list, other capabilities and

activities required by the JTF may be included. Each of these is

mutually supported by intelligence.43

The purpose of offensive information operations is to “affect

adversary decision makers and achieve or promote specific

objectives” conducted across the spectrum of conflict at all

levels of war. Conducted in peace and the beginning of a crisis,

they have their greatest impact and effect. Once the crisis

becomes a conflict, offensive information operations can be a

critical force enabler. Joint Publication 3-13 implies that
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offensive information operations could the focus of a campaign

with combat operations in a supporting role.44

The principals of offensive information operations stated

that the human decision making processes are the ultimate targets.

Offensive information operations must establish clearly

identifiable objectives which support overall national and

military objectives. This must include measures of success.

Activities by non-Department of Defense organizations may be

integrated and deconflicted to support the JTF commander’s

offensive information operations.45

To accomplish this, doctrine requires several conditions be

met. The first is developing an in-depth understanding of the

adversary and how information operations can affect him. The

second is to identify information systems value, use, and flow of

information, strengths, and vulnerabilities. The third step is to

determine the target lists that match the best attack system with

the vulnerability presented and the measures of effectiveness to

assess outcomes. The fourth step is to gain approval necessary.

The fifth step is to integrate, coordinate, and implement the

plan.46

Offensive information operations include perception

management. The definition of perception management is “actions

to convey and/or deny selected indicators to foreign audiences to

influence their emotions, motives, and objective reasoning; and to

intelligence systems and leaders at all levels to influence
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official estimates, ultimately resulting in foreign behaviors and

official actions favorable to the originator’s objectives. In

various ways, perception management combines truth projection,

OPSEC, cover and deception, and psychological operations”.47

Offensive information operations may require the contribution

of other activities to support the JTF commander’s information

operations objectives. Public Affairs are used to inform internal

and external audiences. Internal audiences are defined as within

the military organization and external is considered the public.

Civil Affairs are employed to establish and maintain relationships

between the JTF military forces and civil authorities. Offensive

information operations can be conducted to support defensive

information operations.48

Defensive information operations are constantly being

conducted with the extent varying on the threat to the information

environment. It conducted through OPSEC, physical security,

counterdeception, counterintelligence, electronic warfare, special

information operations, and information assurance. The purpose of

defensive information operations is to protect and defend

information and information systems.49

Four interrelated processes support defensive information

operations. They are information environment protection, attack

detection, capability restoration, and attack response. These

processes, if coordinated and resourced, provide for the free flow
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of information and the ability to assess, recover, and respond to

an attack on friendly information or information systems.50

Information environment protection is protecting the United

States Armed Forces ability to collect, analyze, disseminate, and

use information freely. Primarily focused on information systems

and facilities, it must also encompass decision-makers. Policies,

procedures, and vulnerability assessments are tools to achieve the

desired state of protection.

Information attack detection is the timely detection and

reporting of an intrusion or attack. This is critical to enable

capability restoration and attack response. Closely linked with

other governmental agencies, detection and restoration are very

technical and dynamic in response to the ever-evolving nature of

technology. Attack response encompasses offensive information

operations aspect.

Joint Publication 3-13 directs command and control warfare

cells to be reconfigured to function as information operations

cells. This cell provides the joint task force commander with the

capability to integrate, coordinate, and deconflict information

operations throughout the spectrum of conflict with his intent and

concept of operations. The cell must be broad-based to

incorporate joint, service, interagency, and multinational

information operations capabilities.51

At the operational level of war, information operations are

conducted to either achieve or support operation objectives.52 The
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JTF objectives may range from coercing an adversarial nation to

cease hostile activities or threats to providing humanitarian

relief following a natural disaster. Offensive and defensive

information operations support the JTF to deter adversaries, and

if required – fight and defeat the adversary at the least cost to

the United States and friendly nations.53

As the foundation for information operations, Joint

Publication 3-13 contributed significantly to the friction by not

clearly addressing the linkages to its hierarchical and supporting

doctrine. Despite its cited purpose as the “guidance contained

herein provides joint force commanders and their component

commanders with the knowledge needed to plan, train for, and

conduct IO”, the publication did not sufficiently doctrinal

lubrication for easing the friction it generated.54

IV. THE FRICTION

Did the publication of Joint Publication 3-13 provide clarity

to the integration of information operations in JTFs or did it

create a friction of information operations? This section

compares and contrasts joint doctrine to determine if tension

exists between the doctrine; if there is consistency throughout

doctrine as applied to JTFs; and if it provides clear direction

for the integration of information operations into joint

warfighting.
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While Joint Publication 1 elaborated on the fundamentals of

warfighting, Joint Publication 3-0 further details this. As the

“linchpin of the joint publication hierarchy”, it provided

guidance on the fundamentals of joint operations, planning for

joint operations, joint operations in war, and military operations

other than war.55

Joint Publication 3-13 does not expand on the foundation laid

by its two hierarchical predecessors. Absent are the links from

joint information operations to the organization of an operational

area, key planning considerations, and operational art. This

omission failed to serve the hierarchical doctrine ladder and

build upon the established foundation.

The establishing CINC defines the joint area of operations

(JOA) within his area of responsibility for the JTF commander.

Joint Publication 3-0 provided guidance to organize the JOA into

joint special operations area, areas of operations for component

commanders, combat and communications zones, and areas of

interest. While facilitating operational command and control of

traditional military functions, this does not delineate nor

organize the battlefield for joint information operations.

At all levels of war, information operations of both friendly

and adversarial forces are not bound by geographical or artificial

limitations. In many cases like Somalia and Vietnam, the regional

adversary can not match the overwhelming firepower and military

resources but targets the will of the friendly political
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leadership through the affects of information operations. As JTFs

can be created for any contingency, the examples and discussion

provided in Joint Publication 3-13 that did not cover the range of

options at the operational level for this.56

It did not provide clarity for the JTF commander on the types

of information he must protect outside of his immediate military

informational requirements but allows him the latitude for

determining this. What national level information or information

processes must he protect? Joint Publication 3-13 stated that

defensive information operations “integrate and coordinate

protection and defense of information and information systems”

without providing clarity to the levels or value of information.57

Under time constraints and the pressure of standing up a JTF,

doctrine should provide a starting point to facilitate proper

planning and resource allocation to ensure unity of effort.

As mentioned earlier, the tension of the military focused on

military functions is the gap is exactly the asymmetrical opening

adversaries will exploit. In Kosovo, the adversary’s information

operations organization was able to gain and maintain the

initiative by turning collateral damage incidents into

international headlines. These informational attacks focused the

Serbian informational national instrument of power against the

United States and NATO informational instruments of power.

Admiral Ellis, commander of Joint Task Force Noble Anvil during

the Kosovo crisis, highlighted the failure of friendly forces to
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capitalize on the Serbian ethnic cleansing campaign while allowing

the Serbs to exploit the collateral damage issue.58 The failure

comes mainly out of the organization of the battlefield. Since

responsibility for limiting or countering the Serbian national

information operations from the outset was not clearly defined,

the adversary was able increase the friction and friction by

gaining and maintaining the initiative. Admiral Ellis stated that

this alone double the length of the conflict and added great

strain to the coalition.59

This highlights Joint Publication 3-13’s lack of addressing

the approval process for informational weapons of war and tactics

as another critical factor in the organization of the information

operations battlefield. As computer network attack capabilities

are very compartmentalized, how is the battlefield organized to

deal with the second and third order effects of using such an

attack technique? As informational weapons do not share the same

direct cause and effect relationship of traditional weapons of

war, is it a JTF’s responsibility to handle the effects of these

weapons or does the CINC retain control? Joint Publication 3-13

implies for information operations planners at all levels to

consider CNA during their mission analysis.

Joint Publication 3-13 did not explore or expand the key

planning considerations of commander’s intent, concept of the

operations, and targeting. In translating strategic guidance into

tactical objectives, JTFs play an essential role in determining
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accomplishable military tasks to meet the stated mission. In a

time constrained environment, doctrine is critical to assisting

newly formed JTF staffs integrate and synchronize all aspects of

combat power to provide maximum flexibility for the commander and

limit the adversary’s options.

Using the framework of the estimate process as an example,

there is not a clear link or process to facilitate the integration

of information operations into key planning considerations.

During the Kosovo Crisis, Admiral Ellis pointed out while the

right tools where in place; the information operations planners

were too junior to have the required impact on the planning

process.60 As JTFs are stood up, this has a direct impact because

junior information operations officers will not be able to gather

the proper intelligence and geostrategic context required for

conducting his information operations mission analysis. Joint

Publication 3-13 did not address rank in the organization of the

information operations cell. By not addressing this issue, junior

information operations officers will be relegated to planning

information operations solely as a limited enabling function for

military versus military capability instead of incorporating the

broad-based vision sought for the planning effort.

As recent crises have shown, this shortfall can provide an

adversary with options to exploit. As the JTF builds overwhelming

combat power, the adversary uses asymmetrical operations to gain

the initiative. Although doctrine stated that information
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operations have their greatest impact in the opening phases of a

crisis, there is no discussion of what options information

operations can generate or how to limit the adversary’s. As there

is no doctrinal process identified to preclude this, this

establishes the tone for information operations for the duration

of the crisis.

Centers of gravity, decisive points, and specific operational

characteristics are essential to the estimate process. Discussed

at length in Joint Publication 3-0, Joint Publication 3-13 does

not elaborate nor put these in an informational operations

perspective. This omission contributes significantly to the

friction by not linking the framework of information operations to

doctrinal terms understood and employed throughout the planning

process.

In the planning process, Joint Publication 3-13 did not

address determining the informational requirements two levels up

(national strategic and theater strategic) or how it affects the

JTF’s operations. Although information operations may be the

JTF’s main effort, this manual does not suggest adding a clear and

concise statement of information operations to the commander’s

intent nor writing a task-and-purpose type mission order for

subordinate units.

The greatest contribution to the friction of information

operations is linking information operations to operational art.

As the function of information operations is new and doctrine is
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based on theory and collective experience, the lack of discussion

in doctrine on the operational art of information operations

creates a vacuum. Using the fundamentals of operational art

listed in Joint Publication 3-0 of synergy, simultaneity and

depth, anticipation, timing and tempo, and operational reach and

approach serve to highlight the confusion brought by this

omission.

The JTF employs synergy to combine its forces and actions to

“achieve concentration in various dimensions, all culminating in

attaining the objectives(s) in the shortest time possible” and

“arrange symmetrical and asymmetrical actions to take advantage of

friendly strengths and enemy vulnerabilities and to preserve

freedom of action”.61 Synergy created by the combination of forces

creates shock, disrupts, and denies the adversary freedom of

action, causing a quicker breakdown in the enemy’s capability to

resist. Since the JTF must coordinate the contributions of air,

land, sea, space, and special operations, information operations

does not generate its synergistic effect if not integrated upfront

with these functions. Joint Publication 3-13 did not discuss

information operations in terms of different functions and its

support of them with the exception of the four aspects of

information protection mentioned earlier.

Likewise, simultaneity and depth formed the foundations of

deep operations. The object of simultaneity is to hit the

adversary with more problems than he can handle to overwhelm his
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capacity to command and control his forces, recover from the

shock, and to cause disintegration. Depth can be used in terrain

or time terms. Used properly, information operations integrated

at the JTF level can target the strategic, operational and

tactical levels throughout the depth of the battlespace, creating

havoc in the military and non-military arenas to achieve

paralysis. Joint Publication 3-13 does not provide a framework

for analyzing or a discussion on the concept.62

Anticipation is “key to effective planning”.63 Simply put,

anticipation in information operations is a cause and effect

relationship. If friendly forces do course of action A, the

adversary has option x, y, and z available. The JTF IO Cell must

anticipate information operations causes and effects to provide

the commander options and limit or mitigate adversarial options.

Anticipation is directly linked to situational awareness as well.

If the cell has not anticipated what is within the adversary’s

capacity and will, they will be unable to maintain situational

awareness and react to maintain the initiative. Joint Publication

3-13 only discussed anticipation in the context of military

deception and not about information operations overall.

Closely related to simultaneity and depth, timing and tempo

provide another force multiplying power for the JTF commander.

Currently, few adversaries can match the tempo the United States

Armed Forces are capable of generating in conventional force on

force combat. Timing is equally as important to sequence the
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tempo in relation to friendly force availability and capability

and the effects desired in time and space. Joint Publication 3-13

presented a brief discussion on timing in planning and did not

discuss tempo at all. While the publication stressed the

importance of achieving and maintaining information superiority,

the critical aspect of timing and tempo are omitted.

Operational reach and approach are interwoven throughout

operational art and are linked directly to the organization of the

battlespace. Integration of other elements of national power

increase the operational reach and approach and create a greater

unity of effort. Conversely, the operational reach of the

adversary influences basing issues, force flows, and force

protection. While Joint Publication 3-13 emphasized the reach of

technology and the impact it has, it did not discuss the issue of

operational reach or approach. Critical to deterrence and the

initial stages of a crisis when forces to respond may not be in

place or within reach, the failure to link this fundamental to

information operations degrades the publication’s highlighted

point about information operations serving its highest importance

early in crisis evolution.

Another source of friction is the technically focused

definition and application of information superiority. The

definition is the “capability to collect, process, and disseminate

an uninterrupted flow of information while exploiting or denying

an adversary’s ability to do the same”.64 Stated further, “JFCs
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should have the capability to achieve and sustain information

superiority over their adversaries”.65 Technically oriented, the

process of developing and maintaining information superiority is

not an endstate unto itself and does not link directly or

indirectly to the defeat of an adversary.

Given the multifaceted missions a JTF may be required to

conduct, Joint Publication 3-13 does very limited guidance in

dealing with information in low-tech crises. With the wealth of

operational experience gained by the United States Armed Forces

during the 1990s, very little has been captured in doctrine.66The

friction of information operations is created by not adhering to

fundamentals and by breaking the established hierarchical

doctrinal linkage. While recognizing that Joint Publication 3-13

represents new capabilities and considerations in joint

warfighting, it must explain these concepts using a framework

already established and understood. By not using the established

framework, information operations remain enshrouded in friction,

requiring tremendous effort to grasp the breadth of information

operations and be able to translate them into an operational

context that is understood by all warfighters.

V. EASING THE FRICTION - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Far from being an academic discussion, the friction created

by Joint Publication 3-13 strikes directly at the integration of

information operations to support a JTF. New and unproved,
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information operations doctrine is not built upon a foundation

which appeals to warfighters. Since Joint Publication 3-13 does

not provide an operational view of how it links to the

organization of the operational area, key planning points, and

operational art while supporting the JTF commander and his staff,

it is relegated to the IO Cell and integrated as an afterthought

or in response to the enemy. By not providing links to the

hierarchy of doctrine, information operations is seen as a

stovepipe and only creates friction when introduced into planning

under stressful situations like forming a JTF.

While Joint Publication 3-13 stated upfront information

operations “involve actions taken to affect adversary information

and information systems while defending one’s own”, it focused

mainly on the technological aspects of information operations.67

Focused on the growing dependency of technology and assumes all

potential adversaries share the same reliance and cultural values

as the United States Armed Forces. This is reflected as Joint

Publication 3-13 lists the fundamentals of information operations

as the integration of increasingly complex information systems.68

In contrast, Joint Publication 3-0 stated clearly that

“understanding the cultural differences is important if friendly

forces are to establish conditions necessary to achieve strategic

goals”.69
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Joint Publication 3-13 is not sufficient for JTFs but does

serve as an initial point of departure for the continued expansion

of joint information operations. Instead of providing clarity and

guidance, it generates incredible friction. Technically focused,

Joint Publication 3-13 is oriented on the flow of information and

not on the decision-makers. The publication does not link the

hierarchy of doctrine to information operations by complying with

“the composition of the forces and the character of the

contemplated operations to ensure the commander’s staff

understands the capabilities, needs, and limitations of each

component part of the force”.70

Nor does it provide for the link to operational art as laid

out in Joint Publication 3-0. Without this foundation, commanders

can not understand information operations at the JTF level, how it

affords options while stripping the adversary’s, and how it can be

used against them.71 As doctrine is derived from experience, JTF

commanders are hard pressed to integrate capabilities and

functions to enhance their own control while degrading their

adversary’s without this cornerstone to guide them.

This missing component is formed in part by the failure of

joint information operations doctrine to create a common

understanding. As each service has distinctly different tactical

requirements, joint doctrine should identify these and serve as a

common point of reference. This becomes more critical as
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information operations at the strategic and operational level

directly influence all operations, not just information

operations, at the tactical level.

Just as the approach to joint information operations doctrine

must encompass a common point of reference, it must not limit

itself to focusing on the flow of information rather than what

that information is supposed to do and how to maximize or degrade

the combat potential from it. The doctrine can not afford to

ignore low-tech challenges to the United States Armed Forces and

must account for information across the spectrum.

Doctrine must stand the velocity of change. To do this, it

must be well founded in fundamentals. Joint information

operations doctrine has to link with operational art. There are

plenty of historical examples ranging from the deception

operations conducted at all levels for the invasion of Normandy to

Operation Just Cause. Without fundamentals, the doctrine will not

stand the pace of technology and JTF commanders will be limited to

integrating information operations from their personal or their

staff’s experience.

The doctrine must provide for the integration of information

operations into the commander’s intent and concept of operations.

Just as operational fires are a tool the JTF commander can use to

enhance his control and degrade an adversary’s, so is information

operations. This must include the complexities of the

informational instrument of power to the military application of
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information operations. This would go a long way to facilitate

JTF commanders and CINCs’ vision of integration of these two

mutually supporting efforts. The synergy derived would provide

great benefit in theater engagement plans and during the initial

stages of crises.

In summary, joint information operation doctrine does not

sufficiently support JTFs because it fails to provide a common

picture with a common language to integrate the fundamentals of

operational art. If information operations is to serve as a force

multiplier for the JTF, than the doctrine must link to the

hierarchy established and provide commanders and their staffs a

cornerstone to build from. It can not create friction by failing

to link to its hierarchy.
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